
2/24/73 

Dear Art, 

We could not be more on the same frequency if the same crystal vibrated for both 
of east One of ny great concerns is that one or more of the kooks lacthed onto Trumbo. 
Some, like Garrison, are remarkably persuasive. There are few who can really evaluate 
the stuff they believe themselves and thereby become more persuasive in repeating. 
From my youth, Trumbo has been a groat to me, and it would be more tragic for such a 
man with such a record! to come to his end in an irresponsibility. 

There are many other possibilities, all alike. Several complete fakes are going 
around as real norm-fiction. One, originating in Fee:ace, has some steam behind it and 
not a little accurate spying on those who question it. Another is the product of a 
former LA(county) dick. Which reminde ne: do you know such about hie Hugh McDonald? 

Thereare so many, and 9f these many, so very many in your area. There is one whose 
relationship with you I don t know, but you have to know him. Be is what the Germane 
used to call a luftmensdh, .nd from my experience kith him he is -a crook and a fake. 
For example, he claimed a news background. But he undertook to edit and alter a simple 
release I mice wrote (hatch, without asking me) and no newsman would have written as 
he did. 

The letter I wrote Trumbo is a very personal one. I begin by referring to my 
effort to help the Hollywood Tan, fight their way free, of my lending one of them all 
the research for a book I had already researched on Dies and his committee, and of my 
not ever hearing again or getting any of all that work back. It cost me what could have 
been a very good book. Can you imagine a Trumbo ordinarily not sending even an acknowe 
lodgement? It seems out of character to me. Which makes me think that one of these 
farout ignorant self—impirtant dedicated nuts may have latched onto him. 

You say you do know him. Then when you can please try to see him. Warn him that 
moat of the people talking about the political assassinations are as wrong as they are 
dedicated, that a few or not dedicated bet have dubious backgrounds, and that WEB are 
literally off their rockers. If he wants a rundown on his associates, he can have it, 
free, for the last thing I want is more chit coming out in any form or medium. And, 
of course, I don t want anyobe like Trumbo soilt ng himself. There have been so many 
needless tragedift like this! 

I agree with you also on the preference for a fictional approach, But that also 
holds the same disasterous potential if it is nutty. 

Art my work has progressed far, far past what almost anyone can expect,,and if I 
have no (responsible) idea who did the job, there is not aImost nothing I don .t know 
about the details of the result and of the official dishonesties. Much more than we 
could have expected four years or so ago. I doubt that anyone could or would have put 
as much effort in and have used it with as little waste. I have much that was withheld 
from the Commission, there is nobody of any consequence to whom I wanted to talk who 
hasnst, so I can evaluate most if not all the nutty theories. 

Meanwhile, if he is going to do a script, he might as well do a responsible one. 
He can use real stuff in a fictional form, and what a bash that would be! I have in 
im my possession. To the point where I can tell you I have what I would not use or 
permit to be used, color pictures of the President's b&ood. Is that close enough to the 
nutty—gritty? 

1811 accept an amendment to your correction on my saying that being right is a 
crime: among most of those we know, being right is the worst crime for it means they 
are wrong and their epos can't tolerate that. On your saying it is loneliness, agreed. 

Thanks and best. Let's hope some of those "good things in the works" come to 
fruition soon. 



2/20/73 

DEAR HAROLD: 

GOT YOUR LETTER TODAY AND WANT TO ASSURE YOU THAT I DID INDEED FORWARD YOUR 

LETTER TO DALTON TRUMBO. FYI HIS ADD. IS: 6710 ST. IVES DRIVE, L.A. 90069. 

TEL #: (213) 652 4761. I TRUST THAT THIS ADDRESS WAS GOOD...IF NOT, HOPEFULLY 

THERE WAS A FORWARDING, WHICH THERE PROBABLY WAS, SINCE YOU HAVEN" NOT HAD 

IT RETURNED YET.... 

I'VE RUN VERY/VERY BUSY SINCE LEAVING KHJ. I NOW Tam AT KMPC AND KDAY, 

AND AT MANY OTHER PLACES IN BETWEEN. FORTUNATERY, I'VE BEEN ABLE TO KEEP ENDS 

TOGETHER AND SOME AWFULLY GOOD THINGS ARE IN THE WORKS. 

BACK TO TRUMBO - ITS FASCINATING THAT HE MAY INDEED.BE DOING A SCRIPT ON THE 

ASSASSINATION OF JFK. HE IS THE ONE MAN WHO COULD DO IT ALL JUSTICE I THINK. 

I JUST HOPE HE IS NOT MIXED UP WITH KOOKS OF AN ADVISORY NATURE...BETTER HE 

WOULD BASE IT ALL ON FICTION INSTEAD. I KNOW NOTHING MORE OF THE PROJECT (IF 

INDEED THERE IS ONE HAL) OTHER THAN WHAT YIU MENTIONED. NATURALLY, IF I PICK 

UP ANYTHING, I WILL SEND ALONG WORD. PLEASE DO LIKEWISE IF YOU HEAR FROM HIM... 

I HAVE INTERVIEWED HIM AND DO KNOW HIM AND WOULD BE PLEASED TO GET INVOLVED AS 

WELL IF ALL IS CREDIBLE. 

BEING RIGHT MY FRIEND IS NOT A GREAT CRIME (AS YOU NOTED IN YOUR LETTER). I 

THINK IT MERELY A VERY LONELY PLACE AT TIMES TO HAVE TO DEAL FROM, WHICH 

YOU KNOW BETTER THAN MOST. 


